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Editorial 
On the abolition of the biannual clock shift. 
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From the NL Board - Frans Maes 
- The AGM will be held on March 23 in Tricht. 
- The excursion will go to the Royal Eise 
   Eisinga Planetarium in Franeker on July 6. 
- Zon & Tijd will appear four times per year. 
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Zarbula's sundials - Michel Lalos (tr. John 
Souverijn) 
Translation of Michel Lalos' web page on who 
the 19th c. sundial maker Zarbula was - or was it 
Zerbolla? Or were there three of them? 
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Zarbula's method - Frans Maes 
Paul Gagnaire and Michel Ugon have unraveled 
Zarbula's method of constructing vertical 
sundials. 
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An ingenious sundial in Bruges - Wim Boone 
Wim Boone made a vertical sundial to celebrate 
the 50th anniversary of his employer, an 
engineering firm. 
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Exhibition of sundials from the Max Elskamp 
collection in the Liège museum - Editors 
Some 60 instruments from this illustrious 
collection will be on display in the Musée de la 
Vie wallonne until May 12. 
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A cheerful sundial bicycle trip for high school 
students - Hans Schipper 
Hans Schipper took his class on a trip along 
sundials in the Zutphen region. 
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Sundial in a noon gap - Frank King/Frans Maes 
Frank King designed a split azimuthal sundial 
inside the back flap of a book on sundials. 

15 

The Flemish Capuchins as sundial designers 
and makers - part 4 - Eric Daled 
This episode presents another couple of 
sundials by Amantius of St.-Amands (1748-
1826), from Antwerp, Meerle and Essene. 

16 

Butterfield dial gnomons - Frans Maes/Mike 
Cowham 
An adaptation of Mike Cowham's article in BSS 
Bulletin 2018 nr. 3, showing a variety of 
gnomon designs. 

20 

Foster-Lambert sundials - part 1 - Han 
Hoogenraad 
Han Hoogenraad proves that two equiangular 
dials can result from projecting an equatorial 
sundial to the horizontal plane. This article 
considers the first such dial. 

24 

Foreign sundial society conferences - 
Secretariat 
Upcoming meetings of the British, German & 
Austrian, French and North American sundial 
societies. 
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Solargraph: a half year of sunshine in a can - 
Lou Güse 
A solargraph is a photo of the daily motion of 
the sun during half a year. The article also gives 
details and links about the techniques. 
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Puzzle - Frans Maes 
The old puzzle asked for the height attained 
when a rope around the globe is stretched taut. 
The new puzzle asks whch timepiece has the 
most moving parts. 
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Report of the meeting of 19 January in Tricht - 
John Souverijn 
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Annual report 2018 of De Zonnewijzerkring - 
John Souverijn 
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Financial report 2018-2019 of De 
Zonnewijzerkring - Peter de Groot 
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Information on the Netherlands' and Flemish 
Sundial Societies 
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